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Rakhi Decoration
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Event

To develop the creative skills of students.

To develop awareness about their culture and the importance of Rakhi festival.

To inculcate the skill of competence in their life.

To encourage learners to appreciate, accept and respect other's efforts and creativity.

Description:

'-There is no other love like love from brother, there is no other love like love from a sister."

"Raksha" Means Protection and "Bandhan" is a verb meaning to tie. To tell the importance of this

auspicious festival an activity based on the theme "Rakhi Decoration" was conducted for the students of

class I in their respective classrooms. AII the students were intimated well before about this activity. They

were asked to bring A4 size pastel sheet, material for designing and decorating rakhi, adhesive etc. All the

students participated with great zeal and enthusiasm in this activity. They drew different types of Rakhi on

A4 size sheet and used different materials like glitters, colours, decorating material, waste material(

buttons, dry fruit peels etc.) to decorate them. This activity helped them to polish their creative skills.

They used constructive ideas to exhibit their creativity. Some pasted photographs of their brother on it,

some dedicated the Rakhi to our National Flag. During the activity they were briefed about the importance

of celebrating Rakhi festival in India, This helped them to enrich their knowledge about their culture and

understand the loving bond between brother and sister. All the students performed well in the activity.

Five entries were selected from each section out of which five best were awarded. Overall, it was highly

motivating and full of crea\itV activity that alt students enjoyed a lot.
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